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ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.

The Ship
A. Put a tick in a box to show the correct answer. (6 marks)
1. A voyaging ship was wrecked during
a) a film shoot
b) a hurricane
c) a storm
d) a trip

a)
b)
c)
d)

2. Only two of the men on it were able:
a) to swim
b) to walk
c) to run
d) to skip

a)
b)
c)
d)

3. The two survivors agreed:
a) to listen to the radio
b) to call out for help
c) to give up
d) to pray to God

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
4. They divided the territory between them to find out:
a) which side grew most trees
b) whose prayers were more powerful
c) whose voice was the strongest
d) which one would work harder
5.

a)
b)
c)
d)

After their first prayer:
a) the first man ate fruit and the second man ate none
b) the second man ate fruit and the first man ate none
c) the two men ate fruit
d) the two men had nothing to eat
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a)
b)
c)
d)

6.

After a week, the first man was lonely, so:
a) he built his own ship
b) he prayed for a wife
c) he started to grow his own crops
d) he sang songs all day

a)
b)
c)
d)

B. Put a tick in a box to show if the sentence is TRUE or FALSE. (2 marks)
TRUE

FALSE

7. The first man prayed for a house, clothes and more
food.
8. The first man prayed for a ship so that all three could
leave the island.
9. He considered the other man worthy to receive God’s
blessings.
10. The voice from heaven said that the second man had
only one prayer.

C. Fill in these blanks with words from the sentence telling us the moral of the
story. (2 marks)

“For all we know, our __________ are
not the fruits of our prayers alone, but
those of another __________ for us.”
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